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Intera.tion Energies from Scattering Cros Sections of
Hydrogen Ions in CH1, Cp, C2 H6 , and C26

Robert D. Cloney and Joseph T. Vanderslice

Institute for Molecular Physics, University of Maryland,
College Park, Maryland

ABSTRACT

The potential energy curves for the interactions between hydrogen ions

(H+, +2) and CH , C2H6, CF4, and C2P6 have been determined from the elastic
scattering cross section measurements of Simons and coworkers. The scattering

measurements indicate no minimum in the H +-CH4 potential curve as one might
expect from the fact that mass spectrographic results indicate a proton

affinity of 5 ev for CH4. Reasons are suggested why no minimum is

indicated.

Various crude semi-empirical schemes are suggested for correlating

the potential curves for the different interaction systems. All suggested

schemes are tested on the experimental results and are found to reproduce

the Measured potentials to within a factor of two.

This research has been supported in part by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.
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The present paper reports on the reults of same caloulation of

ahota-mang fers between hydrogen ionm (1 +, N2+) 8md p"17tomio uS1s al o.

1 2The elastic scatteing MeuuweuentSa of hydrogen im iN Up Cf2 X6 , rv
and F2% S been used to determine the paramters In a und force law .
The potential functions so obtained have then ben used a a basi in Judgin
various somi-epirical schemes to obtain force between isna and eeplioated
polyatemic moleoules.

Potential curve iuformatin can, of omme, be obtained fr o the ab
InItio caloulatiens of molecular quntum NmohanEiz Whfortanstly.i thai
approah is still too complicated to be practicable for amy but the $titpleot

systms. One sueh study wan made of the ground .tate of pr toamt Mehsne,
CH5 p+by T aasaki acoerding to a revised Iestoer'nLeudaft4ter-1au11M
nethod. The extenrue, however, of a study like thit to even slightly more
ompliated systen Involves asStmptions that severely aliy thke r iultz.

Lpxs accurate studies have als been made, Much aw the Wimple VAOO salon'
lation an CH + by Higuaki5 Here the discr pancy betwen the caloulate
proton affinity and the experimentally observed value sim unavoidable $,
light of the roughly approximated Os. In lieu of necesry rofimpatO In
such studies, Indirect and semiwompirial methods are often nsoiafry ad
desirable.

In the present study, various soen-empirial Schemes to seorrlate
the experimental potential curves for the various intemnt p speits Ve"*
tried, The most sophisticated scheme used was to assume that the ion.S104les
potential was due simply to the sum of the potentials between tk ion and
the peripheral atom of the moleoule. This follows a suggestion Mide earier,
by ndur and oworkers6 In their treatment of the interaction ot Re witk3

a and CYo. With this assumption it has been possible to predict for 8XMpl .
the X +-C2 6 potential curve from a knowledge of the N+ sHM potential curve.
The san scheme was used to pru&*ct with surprising aceuracy the x*-0276"

. .; , : ..C7 ,.,"12..0,.:1 and.N2'ode'K2 -0 2%. and 02 6 Potentials from the H!"4 %+M4'dK24k
- ' J*t-~-A'.V dos

Uv~.atd/or
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potentials, respectively.

The second general scheme used was to assume that C2H6 and C2F6 behaved

like diatomic molecules and that the ion-molecule potential wax Just the sum of

interactiens between the ion and two point centers of forces which were taken

to be CH4 or CF4 molecules, respectively. This approach also gave surprisingly
good agreement with the experimental curves.

The third and crudest scheme was to assume not only that 02 H6 and 0216

behaved like diatomic molecules but also that the H2+ acted as a single point

center of force. In this way, the H2 +C 2 H6 and H2 +C 2 F6 potentials were

calculated from the H2 +-CH 4 and H2 +-CF4 potentials, respectively, with results

comparable to the previous two approaches.

POTENTIALS FROM ELASTIC SCATTERING CROSS SECTIONS

Simons and coworkers 1 "3 analysed their scattering measurements for the

systems of interest under the assumption that the potentials were monatouie

attractive inverse power ones. Such an assumption appears quite unreasonable7

at internuclear distances of 1.5 to 3.OA, the range of distance covered by

their experiments.
Plots of 1/2 log W, where is the measured elastic crbss

section and W is the beam energy, were linear within experimental error for

each of the reacting systems studied. This suggested that a simple expo-

nential potential function (assumed to be repulsive) would explain the

scattering measurements over the range of energy studied.7 Hence, the usual

procedure 7 was followed in evaluating the parameters, V. and a in the potential

-expression

V(r) = Ve (1)

for each of the systems under consideration. The potential functions obtained

and their range of validity are tabulated in Table I.
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THE H + :M4 POTENT IAL

Sone remarks should be made about the H+-CH4 potential determined

from these scattering measurements. As mentioned above, the experimental

results indicated that the potential was of an exponential form which we

have assumed to be repulsive.

On the other hand, mass spectrographic measurements 8 indicate that

CH + is a stable species with a binding energy of mors than 5 ev. Yaasaki's

theoretical calculations are in substantial agreement with this estimate.

However, it does not seem possible to explain the scattering measurements for

the H+-CH4 system on the basis of a bound state with a proton affinity of 5 ev.

The curve of log 3 vs log W does not show the curvature one would expect from

scattering due to a potential curve with such a deep minimum.7 Indeed our

attempts to fit the scattering results with a Morse function model led to

physically ridiculous parameters. One possible explanation would be that

the CH4 molecule does not have time to rearrange itself-from a tetrahedron

towards the trigonalbipyramid structure of CH5+ as the fast moving H+

approaches, so that the normal CH 5+ curve is not followed.

Also, the H sees all possible orientations of the CH4 molecules as

it approaches and it is likely that only relatively few directions of approach

would follow the normal CH 5  bound curve. For purposes of explaining the

present experiments it appears as if the CH4 is "frozen" in its normal

configuration during the scattering.

C2H6 and C2F6 Potentials from Effective

H+-H and 1+-F Potentials

We now wish to generate potential expressions for the interactions

of hydrogen ions (H+ , H2+) with C H6 and C2 F6 from a previous knowledge of

the interactions of hydrogen ions with C2 H6 and C2F6 . The first approximation

one could make is to assume, for example, that the H+-CH4 and H+-C2H6 potentials

were due solely to the sum of the interactions between the H+ and the periph-

eoral hydrogen atoms on the carbons. With this assumption it is possible to



obtain an effective H+. -H potential from the experimental H +-Ch potential

and use this to determine the H+ 'C2 H6 potential.

This can be done in the following way. Previously, it has been shown 1 0

that if the potential energy between two atoms, A and B, is of the fer

V = T0. a r , and if one of the atoms in at a distance d/2 from the center of

mass (see Fig. 1), then the potential averaged over all orientations of the

B atom, always keeping the distance d/2 fixed, is given by

<V(R = -V.*ea (a 2 Rd) 1 [2(aR.l)si*(ad2) -( ad Cosh(k.1/2) , (2)

where R in the distance from the oenthr of mams to the A atom. With our

assumptions, the measured H +-CH4 potential should be Just four times Eq. (2)

if d/2 is taken to be the C-H distance in CH4 and V. and a are the parameters

in the effective potential between the H+ and a hydrogen atom in methane. 10

and a were determined by successive approximations until four times Eq. (2)

fitted the H+-CH% potential within experimental error. The l+-C06 potential
could then be determined from these parameters. Under our assumptions, this

potential should be six times Eq. (2) with d/2 being the distance from a

peripheral H atom and the midpoint Of the C-C bond in ethane. The result

is given in Table =l A and is shown along with the experimentally determined

H +C 2 H6  potential in Fig. 2. The two curves agree to within a factor of

two over the ranges covered in the experiments.

An exactly simia procedure was foliowed for the H -CF4 and

H +-C 2 6  potentials and the result is also given in Table fl A. The

It.-C 2 F6  curve along with the experimental one is shown in Fig. 3.

They agree to within a factor of two.

The H2 +-CH4 and Iq -C2H6 . potentials can be handled in a somewhat

similar manner if one assumes that the potential is Just the sun of the

potentials between the hydrogen in H 2 and the peripheral atoms In CH

and C2H6 . Instead of Eq.(2), we have -1 1 (see Pig. lb)



<V(R)> Y~es(aRdld,,)'61 [(aR4G) sinh (ad,/2) vmmii d/2

A(ad,/2) ainh (ad2 /2) cash (adl/2) (3)

.m4(ad2 /2) sihh (adi/2) cash (ad2 /2)]

This ceorresponds to a potential between two species A and B which are at

fixed distances, d1 /2 and d2 /2, from two points 0 and 0', the potential

belg averaged over all relative orientations of A and B subject only to

dl/2 and 2/2 being held fixed. V0 and a are arin the parameters in the

potential between A and B, R in the distance between 0 and 0'. If our

assumptions are correct, the H -CH4 potential should be eight times Eq. (3)
if di is the bond distance in 12 + and d2 /2 is the bond length in methane.

V. and a were accordingly determined by successive approximations until

the H 2-CH4 curve was reproduced to within experimental error. With these

r sthe H C2H6 potential was easily determined since it should be

just twelve times Eq. (3) if d2 /2 is the distance from a peripheral hydrogen

atom and the midpoint of the CC bond in ethane. The result is given in

Table =A and the calculated curve along with the experimental curve is

ahdwn in Fig. 4. Again the curves agree to within a factor of two.

The same procedure was used to correlate the H2 C14 and H2 +-C2 F6
1 2

potentials with the results given in Table =lA. The experimental and calcu-

lated curves are shown in Fig. 5. The agreement is within a factor of two.
6

POTENTIALS FROM POINT CUNTER OF FORCE ASSUMPTIONS

It is interesting to compare the above approximate procedure with

one which assumes that the interactions are between various point centers

of force en the interacting systems. For example, ethane was regarded an

two methane molecules separated by the normal C-9 distance in ethane. Then

frsm zqs. (2) and (3) one can easily calculate the H+ C2H6 , H+-C2F6 , H2+-C2H6,

"nd_ 112+='C6 potentials. In these cases the parameters Veand a are simply

those obtained from the experimental scattering data on the corresponding

H+=Ci 4 , H+ -CII, H2+-CH4, and H2+-CF1 systems. The results are given in Table =B

and are shown in Fl . 2-5. A comparison of these values with the results
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of the former approximation shows that the average calculated potential

increased by from ten to thirty percent for all systems . This means that

the experimental potentials were more closely reproduced in all but the H +-C2 H6
system by a erfide assumption involving point centers of force. These

two approximate methods of deducing average ion-molecule potentials lead to

strikingly similar results, particularly for the H-C2H6 interaction.

A further calculation on the H2 - 2 H6 and H2 
. C2 F6 systems assumed

that H2+ was one point center of force. These potentials were then cal-

culated from Eq.(2) with V and a determined from the corresponding

experimental H2 +-CHI and H2 -CF 4 potentials. This assumption, within

experimental error, did not appreciably change the results of the other

point center of force assumption. The results of this calculation are

given in Table =lC and are shown in Figs.(4) and (5).

SUMMARY

The potentials for the interactions between hydrogen ions (H +,
and CH V C2H6, CF4, and C F6 have been determined at small distances of

interaction from the experimental elastic scattering cross sections for

the various systems. The H + -CH 4 potential governing the scattering appears

to be purely replsive. There is no indication that this potential has a

deep minimum as one might expect from the existence of the stable CH 5+ ion

and the mass spectrgraphic estimate of a proton affinity of more than

5 ev for CH 4 . It is postulated that the CH 4 molecule in these scattering

measurements does not have time to rearrange itself as the fast moving

H+ approaches and so the normal potential curve is not followed.

It has been possible to correlate H+ -CH , H2 + -CH1, H +-CF , ahd

H2+ - CF4 potentials with the H+ - C 2H6,H2 
+ C H , H+V-CF 6 and H2 +-C2F6 potenbtils

by several crude semi-empirical approximations. One approximation agbumes

that the potential between the ion and the organic molecule is due mainly to

the sum of the potentials between the 1'ripheral atoms and the ion. This

assumption enables one to calculate the H+-C2H6 potential to within a factor

of two from a previous knowledge of the H +-CH 4 potential. The same procedure
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give. similar results for the other pairs of interacting systems.

The second scheme is a point center of force approximation in which it

is assumed that C2H6 (C2F 6 ) looks to the oncoming ions like two COE (CF4)

molecules separated by the normal C-C bond distance. The potentials so calcu.

lated are generally in even better agreement with the measured potentials than

the previous approximation. The further assumption that N + is a single point

center of force leads to results almost identical with the second approximation
Scohem.

These results suggest that it may be possible to predict interactions

between complex systems with fair accuracy on the basis of a limited number

of measurements on simpler systems.
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TABLU I. Average potential functions of hydrogen ion inteFractions

with methane, methforane, ethane and ethforane from

scattering data.

System Potential (ev) Range (A)

H +-CH 1.04 x 104 exp(-3.627 R) 1.97 - 3.39

H2:-CR 4  2.74 x lo4 exp(-.4 192 R) .1.94 - 2.94

It+-H 26 .1.84 x io 3 exp( .2.546 R) 2.0 - 3.27

H2+-C 2H6  6.99 x 10 exp(-3.754 R) 2.34 - 3.47

H +-CF 4  1.911 x 10 exp(-1.333 R) 1.42 - 3.20

H2 +-CF 1.88 x 102 ezp(-1.9 4 1 R) 1.76 - 3.16
2e

H+-C2F6 1.81 x 10 exp(-.452 R) 2.02 - 4.45
+ 02 exp(1.850 R)

H2 -C2 ?6 6.16 x 10 ex(185-)~53 - 4.16
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T.ABLE II. Average* Potential functions of hydrogen ion inter'actions with

ethane and ethforane froum hydrogen ion -methane and -mthforane

scattering data.

System Potential (ev) Range (A)

A. From Effective H -H, H -F Potentials

H + 2 H6  2.52 x 10 4exP(-3.452 R) 2.17 - 3.50

H2 -C2H 6  2.45 x 10 4exp(-3.517 R) 2.16 - 3.07

H + - 2 F6  8.64 x 1 exp(-1.293 R) *.- 3.55

H2 + 2 F 6  2.02 x 10 2exp(-147o6 R) 2.11 - 3.30

B. ssuptin::C 2 H 6 adC 2 F6 aeDi-point Centers of Force

H + C2 H6  3.92 x 10 4exp(-3536 R) 2.07 - 34

H2 -C2 H 6 1.07 x 10 5 exp(-4.003 ;R) 2.05 - 3.01

H C2 F6 9.60 x 1 exp(-1.297 Ri) 1.55 - 3.26

H2 +- 2 F 6  5.89 x 102 exp(-1.882 ii) 1.71 - 3.13

C. Assumption: H2+-C2H6 and H2 CF 6are ra on etr

of Force.

H2 +-C2 H6  1.25 x 105 exp(-4.059 :R) 2.05 - 3.01

H 2 + -C2F6 4 .00 x 10 exp(-1.890 R) 1.87 - 3.22
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Diagram illustrating distances involved in obtaining average
molecule-molecule potentials from a knowledge of effective
atom-atom potentials.

Fig. 2. H+-C2H6 potentials obtained by different methods.

Curve (a): from scattering data.
Curve (b): from peripheral atom treatment.
Curve (a): from point center of force assumptions.

Fig. 3. H+-C2F6 potentials obtained by different methods.

Curve (a): from scattering data.
Curve (b): from peripheral atom treatment.
Curve (c): from point center of force assumption.

Fig.4. H2+-C2H6 potentials obtained by different methods.

Curve (a): from scattering data.
Curve (b): from peripheral atom treatment.
Curve (c): from point center of force assumption.

Fig. 5. H2 +-C2F6 potentials obtained by different methods

Curve (a): from scattering data.
Curve (b): from peripheral atom treatment
Curve (c): from point center of force assumption.
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